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1. FIBO
1.1 Training Equipment / Home Fitness
1.1.1 Cardio Equipment
1.1.2 Weight Training Equipment
1.1.3 Indoor Cycles
1.1.4 Pilates Equipment
1.1.5 Outdoor Equipment
1.1.6 Functional Training
1.1.7 Aqua Fitness Equipment
1.1.8 Small Training Equipment
1.1.9 Accessories
1.1.10 Home Fitness
1.1.11 Miscellaneous (Training Equipment)
1.2 EMS & Vibration
1.2.1 EMS Training Equipment
1.2.2 Vibration Training Equipment
1.2.3 EMS small Training Equipment
1.2.4 EMS Franchise Concepts
1.2.5 Miscellaneous (EMS)
1.3 FIBO Trading
1.3.1 Supplier
1.3.2 OEM Manufacturer
1.3.3 Used Training Equipment
1.3.4 International Distributors
1.3.5 Miscellanous (FIBO Trading)
1.4 Physiotherapy, Prevention, Rehabilitation
1.4.1 Training Equipment eg with MPG-certificate
		
1.4.1.1 Cardio-Equipment
		
1.4.1.2 Weight Training Devices
		
1.4.1.3 Vibration Training Equipment
		
1.4.1.4 Aqua Therapy-Devices
		
1.4.1.5 Equipment for Wheelchair Users
		
1.4.1.6 Small Training Equipment
1.4.2 Diagnostic and Analytic Equipment
		
1.4.2.1 Cardiovascular, Metabolism Diagnostic,
Biofeedback Systems
		
1.4.2.2 Spine Measurement (even in 3D)
		
1.4.2.3 Scale / Body Fat Analytic Equipment
		
1.4.2.4 Isokinetic Test Devices
1.4.3 Therapy Methods / Equipment and Physical Medicine
		
1.4.3.1 Thermal and Coldness Therapy
		
1.4.3.2 Oxygen Training / Altitude Training
		
1.4.3.3 Run Therapy
		
1.4.3.4 Aqua-Exercise Therapy
		
1.4.3.5 Hydrotherapy
		
1.4.3.6 Electrical Therapy, Shock Wave Therapy, Ultrasound
		
1.4.3.7 Vacuum Therapy
		
1.4.3.8 Traditional Chinese Medicine, Lymphatic Drainage,
			
Acupuncture
		
1.4.3.9 Muscle Loop Equipment
		
1.4.3.10 Kinesiotaping
		
1.4.3.11 Relaxation Methods, Massages
1.4.4 Concepts
		
1.4.4.1 Training Concepts
		
1.4.4.2 Therapy Concepts
		
1.4.4.3 Quality Management Concepts
		
1.4.4.4 Advanced Training Concepts
1.4.5 Studio Furniture and Equipment
		
1.4.5.1 Practice Equipment
		
1.4.5.2 Practice Furniture
		
1.4.5.3 Therapy and Treatment Beds, Massage Beds
1.4.6 Administration und Organisation
		
1.4.6.1 Settlements
		
1.4.6.2 Software
		
1.4.6.3 Hardware
		
1.4.6.4 Quality Management
		
1.4.6.5 Online- und Telephone Services
		
1.4.6.6 Office Supplies
1.4.7 Commodity and Consumable Articles
		
1.4.7.1 Massage Products, Ointments, Oils
		
1.4.7.2 Disinfection- and Cleansing Material
		
1.4.7.3 Bandage Material
		
1.4.7.4 Bandages and Splints
		
1.4.7.5 Clothing, Textiles, Shoes
1.4.8 Advice and Services
		
1.4.8.1 Facility
		
1.4.8.2 Financing
1.4.9 Miscellaneous
		
1.4.9.1 Miscellaneous (Health Promotion)
1.5. Corporate Health Management and Corporate Fitness
1.5.1 Corporate Fitness Software
1.5.2 Digital Health Coaches
1.5.3 Consulting and Concepts
		
1.5.3.1 Corporate Health Management Consultants
		
1.5.3.2 Prevention Programs, Health Checks
		
1.5.3.3 Training Concepts
		
1.5.3.4 Nutrition
1.5.4 Associations
		
1.5.4.1 Company Sports Associations
		
1.5.4.2 Fitness Associations with a Corporate Health Focus
1.5.5 Ergonomics
1.5.6 Event / Travel
		
1.5.6.1 Travel Companies
		
1.5.6.2 Team Development and Incentives
		
1.5.6.3 Corporate Events
1.5.7 Services
		
1.5.7.1 Health Insurance Providers

		
1.5.7.2 Insurances
		
1.5.7.3 Trade Association
1.5.8 Manufacturers of Team Sports Apparel
1.5.9 Brands / Cooperations
1.5.10 Miscellaneous (Corporate Fitness)

1.10.12 Running
1.10.13 Climbing
1.10.14 Miscellaneous (Fashion)

1.6 Consulting Services & New Business

1.11.1 Sports Nutrition Supplements
1.11.2 Soy Products
1.11.3 Nutrition Consultancy Services
1.11.4 Nutrition Concepts
1.11.5 Dietary Food
1.11.6 Probiotic Food
1.11.7 Sports Drinks / Drinks Systems
1.11.8 Packaging
1.11.9 Miscellaneous (Nutrition)

1.6.1 Consulting / Marketing / Management
		
1.6.1.1 Company Consultancy
		
1.6.1.2 Legal Consultancy
		
1.6.1.3 Customer Relationship Programmes
		
1.6.1.4 Studio Concepts
		
1.6.1.5 Setting Up in Business
		
1.6.1.6 Franchise Concepts
		
1.6.1.7 Subsidiary Concepts
		
1.6.1.8 Staff Training
		
1.6.1.9 Miscellaneous (Consulting / Marketing / Management)
1.6.2 Financing / Leasing Services / Insurance
		
1.6.2.1 Financing Consultancy
		
1.6.2.2 Financing Concepts
		
1.6.2.3 Leasing Services
		
1.6.2.4 Insurance
		
1.6.2.5 Debt Collection
		
1.6.2.6 Miscellanous (Financing / Leasing Services / Insurance)
1.7 Interior & Service
1.7.1 Studio Furniture / Engineering / Architecture
		
1.7.1.1 Floors
		
1.7.1.2 Decoration
		
1.7.1.3 Lockers
		
1.7.1.4 Bistro
		
1.7.1.5 Intake-Systems
		
1.7.1.6 Interior Decoration
		
1.7.1.7 Sound and Lighting Technology
		
1.7.1.8 Miscellaneous (Studio Furniture / Engineering /
			
Architecture)
1.7.2 IT-Systems
		
1.7.2.1 Membership Administration
		
1.7.2.2 Accounting Systems
		
1.7.2.3 Online Portal / Online Shops
		
1.7.2.4 Web-TV
		
1.7.2.5 Hardware
		
1.7.2.6 Payment System
		
1.7.2.7 Miscellaneous (IT-Systems)
1.8 Wellness & Beauty
1.8.1 Wellness / Spa
		
1.8.1.1 Therapy and Relaxation Techniques, Massage
		
1.8.1.2 Massage Apparatus
		
1.8.1.3 Massage Seats / Massage Beds
		
1.8.1.4 Wellness-Pools / -Showers
		
1.8.1.5 Medical Wellness
		
1.8.1.6 Aromas / Fragrances
		
1.8.1.7 Spa-Treatments, Massage Products, Ointments, Oils
		
1.8.1.8 Aqua-Aerobic
		
1.8.1.9 Nutrition and Dietetics
		
1.8.1.10 Miscellaneous (Wellness / Spa)
1.8.2 Beauty
		
1.8.2.1 Cosmetics Apparatus
		
1.8.2.2 Decorative Cosmetics
		
1.8.2.3 Chiropody / Nail Care
		
1.8.2.4 Body Care
		
1.8.2.5 Sun Cosmetics / Tanning
		
1.8.2.6 Anti-Aging
		
1.8.2.7 Natural Cosmetics
		
1.8.2.8 Beauty Therapies and Treatments
		
1.8.2.9 Beauty Parlours / Beauty Farms
		
1.8.2.10 Tattoo & Piercing
		
1.8.2.11 Miscellaneous (Beauty)
1.8.3 Saunas / Steam Baths
		
1.8.3.1 Installations / Equipment
		
1.8.3.2 Plant Construction
		
1.8.3.3 Design
		
1.8.3.4 Accessories
		
1.8.3.5 Miscellaneous (Saunas / Steam Baths)
1.8.4 Solariums / Tanning Equipment
		
1.8.4.1 Installations / Equipment
		
1.8.4.2 Accessories
		
1.8.4.3 Miscellaneous (Solariums / Tanning Equipment)
1.9 Applications /Wearables
1.9.1 Activity Tracker
1.9.2 Virtual Training
1.9.3 Applications / Mobile Services
1.9.4 Wearables
1.9.5 eTraining
1.9.6 Heart Rare Monitors
1.9.7 Sport Apps
1.9.8 Miscellaneous (Applications / Wearables)

1.11 Nutrition

1.12 Sports Equipment
1.12.1 Dumb-Bells
1.12.2 Weights
1.12.3 Small Aerobic Equipment
1.12.4 Weight training equipment
1.12.5 Sports and Gymnastic Mats
1.12.6 Home Fitness Equipment
1.12.7 Outdoor / Nordic Walking / Bicycles
1.12.8 Outdoor Training Equipment
1.12.9 Movement Oriented Toys for Kids
1.12.10 Accessories
1.12.11 Foam Roll (Fascia)
1.12.12 Miscellaneous (Sports Equipment)
1.13 Group & Aqua Fitness/Training Concepts/Licences
1.13.1 Indoor Cycling
1.13.2 Aerobic
1.13.3 Step
1.13.4 Dance
1.13.5 Relaxation
1.13.6 Circle Training
1.13.7 Pole Fitness
1.13.8 Crossfit
1.13.9 Aqua Fitness
1.13.10 Outdoor Fitness
1.13.11 Urban Sports
1.13.12 Yoga
1.13.13 Functional Training
1.13.14 Body & Mind
1.13.15 Running
1.13.16 Climbing
1.13.17 Miscellaneous (Group Fitness / Training Concepts / Licences)
1.14 Tourism
1.14.1 Wellness- und Health Tourism
1.14.2 Sports Tourismus
1.14.3 Leisure Tourismus
1.14.4 Cruise Tourism
1.15 Fitnes Studios
1.15.1 Owner-run Fitness Studio
1.15.2 Chains / Franchise Systems
1.15.3 Micro-Studios
1.15.4 Studios with certified Health Focus
1.15.5 Miscellaneous (Fitness Studios)
1.16 Fighting Fit
1.16.1 Equipment
1.16.2 Clothing, Textiles, Shoes
1.16.3 Accessories
1.16.4 Martial Arts
1.16.5 Martial Arts Schools
1.16.6 Miscellaneous (Fighting Fit / Martial Arts)
1.17 Training and Advanced Training
1.17.1 Academies / Schools of Studies
1.17.2 Advanced Training / Seminars
1.17.3 Trainers‘ Courses
1.17.4 Career Consultancy services / Job Application Training
1.17.5 Job Exchanges
1.17.6 Miscellaneous (Training and Advanced Training)
1.18 Literature /Publishers
1.18.1 Trade Journals
1.18.2 Technical Literature / Books
1.18.3 Miscellaneous (Literature / Publishers)
1.19 Associations /Clubs
1.19.1 Associations / Clubs

1.10 Fashion

1.20 DVDs /Film /Music

1.10.1 Aerobic / Fitness
1.10.2 Leisure
1.10.3 Cycling
1.10.4 Functional Sportswear
1.10.5 Functional Textiles
1.10.6 Swimwear
1.10.7 Sport Shoes
1.10.8 Accessories / Jewellery
1.10.9 Martial Arts
1.10.10 Bodybuilding
1.10.11 Weight Training

1.20.1 DVDs / Films / Music
1.21 Miscellaneous
1.21.1 Miscellaneous
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Application Form A/2
Your FIBO-Team for all questions:
Phone: +49 211 90191-726
Fax: +49 211 90191-286
E-mail: sales@fibo.com
Website: www.fibo.com

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH
Project FIBO 2020
Völklinger Straße 4
40219 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH I Völklinger Str. 4 I D-40219 Düsseldorf I Phone +49 211 90191-726 I Fax +49 211 90191-286
Amtsgericht Düsseldorf HRB 28688 I Management: Hans-Joachim Erbel, Michael Freter, André Weijde I www.fibo.com

Exhibitor (Company)

Billing Address (if different)

Company

Contact person

Company

Street

Salutation

Street

Ms
Post Code

City

Mr

E-mail Contact person

Post Code

Phone

Country

Website

Fax

Contact person		

E-mail Company

VAT number

VAT number



Country

City


Salutation


Ms

Mr

Exhibition programme
The goods or services being exhibited by the Exhibitor belong to the following goods or product groups in accordance with the General Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions of Reed Exhibitions
Deutschland GmbH, enclosed:

Stand size and type
The Exhibitor of the FIBO 2020 shall hire the following space, recognising the General and Special Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH:

Requested area:
Hall_______ Stand number_______
row stand

1 side open

corner stand 2 sides open, 1 corner

Pre-booking
until
07.04.2019

Regular as of
08.04.2019

Desired stand dimensions
frontage/m depth/m

total sqm

Stand area /
170.00 EUR/sqm 175.00 EUR/sqm
booth

end of block 3 sides open, 2 corners
island site

Increase your reach with marketing package upgrades:

M
 arketing package Advanced

+ 550.00 EUR

Marketing package Standard + additional services)
Marketing package Standard plus online: Logo exhibitor list,
1 product presentation; exhibition catalogue: logo in alphabetical listing

Marketing package Superior

4 sides open, 4 corners

+ 1,900.00 EUR

(Marketing package Advanced + additional services)
Marketing package Advanced. In addition, the logo will be highlighted in the pocket floor plan and in the floor plans at the event.

A fee of 250.00 EUR will be charged for each corner.

P lease contact us for a consultation regarding individual
promotional opportunities.
Additional costs for stand space only: AUMA contribution 0.60 EUR/sqm, Energy Costs 5.60 EUR/sqm, obligatory marketing package: Exhibitor passes, basic entry in the exhibiton catalogue, entry at
www.fibo.com, company logo in the exhibitor profile 650.00 EUR.
All prices plus legal VAT.
The Exhibitor is covered by the insurance policy concluded by Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH with an insurance company covering the risks listed in the document headed “Insurance Cover for Exhibitors”
of these application forms together with further conditions. Precondition for the participation in this insurance is the payment of 265.00 EUR plus legal VAT by the exhibitor within the deadline named in the
application form.
The planning of the exhibition space of the event, in particular the placement of the Exhibitor’s stand area, is undertaken at the sole discretion of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH. Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH shall endeavour to comply with the Exhibitor’s desired stand specifications as far as this is possible. The contractual relationship shall commence on receipt of the written confirmation of the
Exhibitor’s application issued by Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH.

Data protection information
The responsible party is Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH, Völklinger Str. 4, 40219 Düsseldorf, Germany, Tel. 0211 - 90191-726-0 Fax 0211 - 90191-123 www.reedexpo.de. The company’s Data Protection Officer can
be reached via the above contact addresses and at datenschutz@reedexpo.de. The information provided by the Exhibitor is entered and stored in the database of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH. This data is processed
in accordance with Art. 6 para. 1 sentence 1 lit. b) GDPR for execution of the contract. Your name, address, date of birth and e-mail address will be processed, as well the details of the co-exhibitor. The data is stored for the
duration of the contractual relationship, for fulfilment of commercial and tax retention periods, and as evidence under the statute of limitations. The recipient of the data are Kölnmesse GmbH (Messeplatz 1, 50679 Cologne,
Germany), Sector Marketing Limited (Avalon House, Lower Strode Road, Clevedon, Bristol, BS21 6UU, UK), STANDout System Standbau GmbH (Am Messezentrum 7, 5020 Salzburg, Austria), Explori Media Limited (12-16
Addiscombe Road, CRO OXT, London, United Kingdom). The data protection information on www.reedexpo.de also applies. The contact details provided by the Exhibitor, especially the e-mail address, will be used to inform
the Exhibitor by post or e-mail about subsequent Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH events. The Exhibitor is entitled to refuse permission for his/her data to be used for promotional purposes. The Exhibitor should contact
datenschutz@reedexpo.de to refuse such permission. This incurs no additional charges, apart from those of transmitting the email itself.

Due date, inclusion of General and Special Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions, signature
The payment of the stand rent and for secondary services are due, in the amount of 100 % of the invoice amount, at the latest 30 days from the date of invoice. If, as an exception, the bill is sent after
15 January 2020 the entire invoice amount becomes payable in one sum immediately; payment must be effected before the beginning of the exhibition. The signatory expressly declares that he is authorised to make this
legally binding application.
The Exhibitor recognises the General and Special Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH by signing below

8

8
8
8
Stamp and authorised signature

Name of the signing person capital letters
Position in capital letters
Place				



Date
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Application Form for Co-Exhibitors A/3
Your FIBO-Team for all questions:
Phone: +49 211 90191-726
Fax: +49 211 90191-286
E-mail: sales@fibo.com
Website: www.fibo.com

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH
Project FIBO 2020
Völklinger Straße 4
40219 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH I Völklinger Str. 4 I D-40219 Düsseldorf I Phone +49 211 90191-726 I Fax +49 211 90191-286
Amtsgericht Düsseldorf HRB 28688 I Management: Hans-Joachim Erbel, Michael Freter, André Weijde I www.fibo.com

Please copy this form for more co-exhibitors.
Company name of the main exhibitor
Main exhibitor:

Hall and boothnumber:

The main stand-holder shall use the stand space together with the Co-exhibitor named below in accordance with item 9 of the General Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland
GmbH, enclosed. The fee for each co-exhibitor incl. exhibitor insurance is 800.00 EUR plus legal VAT. In addition, the choice of a marketing package for main exhibitors and co-exhibitors is obligatory.

Exhibitor (Company)

Billing Address (if different)

Company

Contact person

Street

Salutation
Ms

Post Code

Street
Mr

E-mail Contact person

Post Code

Phone

Country

Website

Fax

Contact person		

E-mail Company

VAT number

VAT number

Country

City

Company





Salutation


Ms

Mr

Increase your reach with marketing package upgrades:

Please send invoice to:
Exhibitor

City

Marketing package Standard (obligatory) 
650.00 EUR
Exhibitor passes, basic entry in the exhibiton catalogue,
entry at www.fibo.com, company logo in the exhibitor profile

Co-Exhibitor

Exhibition programme
The goods or services being exhibited by the Co-exhibitor belong to the following goods or product groups in accordance with the
General Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH, enclosed

M
 arketing package Advanced
+ 550.00 EUR
Marketing package Standard + additional services)
Marketing package Standard plus online: Logo exhibitor list,
1 product presentation; exhibition catalogue: logo in alphabetical listing
M
 arketing package Superior

+ 1,900.00 EUR
(Marketing package Advanced + additional services)
Marketing package Advanced. In addition, the logo will be highlighted in the pocket floor plan and in the floor plans at the event.

The company is represented with:
own products

own staff

own company logo

P lease contact us for a consultation regarding individual promotional opportunities.

Data protection information
The responsible party is Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH, Völklinger Str. 4, 40219 Düsseldorf, Germany, Tel. 0211 - 90191-726-0 Fax 0211 - 90191-123 www.reedexpo.de. The company’s Data Protection Officer can
be reached via the above contact addresses and at datenschutz@reedexpo.de. The information provided by the Exhibitor is entered and stored in the database of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH. This data is processed
in accordance with Art. 6 para. 1 sentence 1 lit. b) GDPR for execution of the contract. Your name, address, date of birth and e-mail address will be processed, as well the details of the co-exhibitor. The data is stored for the
duration of the contractual relationship, for fulfilment of commercial and tax retention periods, and as evidence under the statute of limitations. The recipient of the data are Kölnmesse GmbH (Messeplatz 1, 50679 Cologne,
Germany), Sector Marketing Limited (Avalon House, Lower Strode Road, Clevedon, Bristol, BS21 6UU, UK), STANDout System Standbau GmbH (Am Messezentrum 7, 5020 Salzburg, Austria), Explori Media Limited (12-16
Addiscombe Road, CRO OXT, London, United Kingdom). The data protection information on www.reedexpo.de also applies. The contact details provided by the Exhibitor, especially the e-mail address, will be used to inform
the Exhibitor by post or e-mail about subsequent Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH events. The Exhibitor is entitled to refuse permission for his/her data to be used for promotional purposes. The Exhibitor should contact
datenschutz@reedexpo.de to refuse such permission. This incurs no additional charges, apart from those of transmitting the email itself.

Due date, inclusion of General and Special Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions, signature
The payment of the stand rent and for secondary services are due, in the amount of 100 % of the invoice amount, at the latest 30 days from the date of invoice. If, as an exception, the bill is sent after
15 January 2020 the entire invoice amount becomes payable in one sum immediately; payment must be effected before the beginning of the exhibition. The signatory expressly declares that he is authorised to make this
legally binding application.
The Exhibitor recognises the General and Special Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH by signing below

8

8
8
8

8

Stamp and authorised signature of the main exhibitor

8
8
8

Stamp and authorised signature of the co-exhibitor

Main exhibitor: Name of the signing person in capital letters
Position in capital letters
Place				



Date

Co-Exhibitor: Name of the signing person in capital letters
Position in capital letters
Place				



Date
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Price List B
Your FIBO-Team for all questions:
Phone: +49 211 90191-726
Fax: +49 211 90191-286
E-mail: sales@fibo.com
Website: www.fibo.com

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH
Project FIBO 2020
Völklinger Straße 4
40219 Düsseldorf
GERMANY

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH I Völklinger Str. 4 I D-40219 Düsseldorf I Phone +49 211 90191-726 I Fax +49 211 90191-286
Amtsgericht Düsseldorf HRB 28688 I Management: Hans-Joachim Erbel, Michael Freter, André Weijde I www.fibo.com

Regular Price per sqm:				
				

175.00 EUR

Pre-booking Price: valid until 7 April 2020, 6 p.m.				
			

170.00 EUR

Marketing packages				
It is compulsory to chose a marketing package.
Marketing package Standard: 		
Exhibitor passes (number depending on the size of stand), basic entry in the
exhibition catalogue. Entry at www.fibo.com with company name, stand number, company description,
links to e-mail and website, company logo in the exhibitor profile.

650.00 EUR		

Marketing package Advanced: 		
Marketing package Standard plus Online: logo in online exhibitor list,
1 product presentation online, logo in official exhibition catalogue (alphabetical listing)

+ 550.00 EUR 			

Marketing package Superior: 		
Marketingpackage Advanced. In addition, the logo will be highlighted in the pocket floor plan and in the floor plans at the event.

+ 1,900.00 EUR		

Co-exhibitor				
Co-exhibitor fee including Exhibitor insurance
For every co-exhibitor it is compulsory to choose a marketing package.

per co-exhibitor		800.00 EUR

Additional costs for space only stands				
The exhibitor takes part in the insurance effected with an insurance
company, which covers the risks per company, named finally in the exhibit to these conditions headed with
“insurance cover for exhibitors” naming further conditions.

per exhibitor

AUMA contribution

per sqm

0.60 EUR

energy costs

per sqm

5.60 EUR

VAT					
All prices notified in the price list are net and do not include sales tax payable.

265.00 EUR

General Exhibition Terms and Conditions
of Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH

D

Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH I Völklinger Str. 4 I D-40219 Düsseldorf I Phone +49 211 90191-726 I Fax +49 211 90191-286
Amtsgericht Düsseldorf HRB 28688 I Management: Hans-Joachim Erbel, Michael Freter, André Weijde I www.fibo.com

1.

General

1.1	
The Organiser of FIBO 2020 (also referred to as “Event”) is Reed Exhibitions
Deutschland GmbH, Völklinger Straße 4, 40219 Düsseldorf, Germany
(also referred to as “Organiser”), Phone: +49 211 90191-726,
Telefax: +49 211 90191-286.
1.2	The Organiser utilises the event venue on the basis of a hire contract with the local
exhibition centre.
1.3	Up to three weeks before the start of the event, or immediately after conclusion of
contract if the application is received later than this, each exhibitor shall receive online
access to the Online Service Center (OSC) for exhibitors. This yields the technical
procedures and the technical guidelines of the exhibition centre operator; the Exhibitor
most comply with these and also the statutory regulations and official requirements.
Furthermore the following General and Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions of
the Organiser shall apply for the event.
2.

Application

2.1	Exhibitors shall apply to participate in the event as an exhibitor using the Organiser’s
special application form for the event.
2.2	The application form should be completed in full by the Exhibitor and made legally
binding by the addition of his signature. No conditions or reservations added to the
application form by the Exhibitor shall be considered.
2.3	The Exhibitor shall be bound by his application for a period of twelve weeks from its
being received by the Organiser.
3.

Conditions for approval

3.1	In order to participate in the event as an Exhibitor, the goods or services being exhibited by
the Exhibitor must be included in the goods and product groups listed in the nomenclature
appended to the Organiser’s application form. The Exhibitor undertakes to provide the
required information on his company and the goods and services being exhibited.

and any ancillary costs incurred by the Organiser up to this juncture. This does not
affect the Organiser’s right to press further claims against the Exhibitor on the basis
of these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions and the relevant laws.
4.4	The Exhibitor is not entitled to assign his claims from the contract with the Organiser
to third parties.
5.

5.1	The Organiser is entitled to withdraw from the exhibition contract with the Exhibitor
and to claim damages from the Exhibitor if, despite being issued a request by the
Organiser, and the expiry of an appropriate deadline set by the Organiser, the Exhibitor
		
- displays unregistered, unapproved goods or services or used goods; the latter
may only be deployed for demonstration purposes
		
- is in arrears with payments to the Organiser
		
- sublets stand space, or permits a third party to use it, without the consent of
the Organiser
		
- does not correctly register a co-exhibitor as stipulated under section 9 of these
General Exhibition Terms and Conditions
		
- undertakes the stand build-up and break-down outside the times specified
by the Organiser in the Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions for this event
		
- does not adhere to the provisions contained in 12.1, 12.5 or 15.1 to 15.6
of these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions regarding the design and
equipment of the stand
		
- becomes insolvent following conclusion of the exhibition contract, or his
solvency is at risk, or if the Organiser becomes aware that the Exhibitor’s
solvency is poor or at risk after concluding the exhibition contract, unless the
Exhibitor effects payment to the Organiser within the additional deadline to
be set by the Organiser, or offers security.
5.2	If the Organiser withdraws from the contract, the Organiser is entitled to claim damages from the Exhibitor to the full value of the contractually agreed stand rent and
for payment of any ancillary costs already incurred. The Organiser retains the right
to press further damage claims against the Exhibitor. The Exhibitor has the right to
prove that no damage was incurred, or was lower than the total amount claimed.
5.3

Instead of withdrawing from the contract and claiming damages, the Organiser may
opt: for removal of the goods in question in the case of goods being exhibited which
are not registered, not approved or have already been used; for the third party in
question to be removed from the stand in the case of the stand being sublet or
entrusted to a third party without the consent of the Organiser; for obliging the Exhibitor to adapt the design or remove the stand in the case of the specifications
regarding stand design and equipment not being adhered to. In the case of late payment, late stand build-up and the risk of insolvency, the Organiser may allot the
Exhibitor a different stand and adjust the payable rental fee accordingly.

6.

Force majeure

3.2	The Organiser shall make the decision to approve the Exhibitor for the event based
on due judgement, taking space capacity and the purpose and structure of the event
into consideration. The Organiser is not obliged to justify any rejections of exhibition
contracts. No reference to an Exhibitor’s participation in previous events will be
accepted in support of a claim.
3.3	The Organiser shall decide at his own discretion whether to grant approval to exhibitors whose application to take part in the event has been received by the Organiser
following expiry of the closing date for applications specified in the Organiser’s Special
Exhibition Terms and Conditions.
3.4	The Organiser will not agree to any requests to exclude exhibitors’ rivals from the
event.
4.

Conclusion of contract, prohibition of assignment

4.1	The Exhibitor shall be notified whether his application has been approved within the
commitment period in accordance with 2.3 of these General Exhibition Terms and
Conditions. If the Exhibitor is approved for the event, he shall be sent written confirmation by the Organiser. Receipt of this confirmation brings the exhibition contract
between the Organiser and the Exhibitor into force.
4.2	If the Organiser grants the Exhibitor the right, outside these terms and conditions,
especially in the form of a written notice by the Organiser on the application form,
to withdraw from the exhibition contract, the Exhibitor shall be entitled to withdraw
from the exhibition contract within 14 days of receiving the written confirmation
of application from the Organiser, by sending written notification to the Organiser.
However, even in this case the Exhibitor is excluded from withdrawing from the
contract after this time outside the legal provisions and the following regulations. If,
in such a case, the Organiser receives notification of withdrawal after expiry of the
above deadline, paragraph 4.3 of this contract shall apply.
4.3	With the exception of the circumstances set out in paragraph 4.2 of these General
Exhibition Terms and Conditions, the Exhibitor has no right to withdraw from or terminate the exhibition contract. If, regardless, the Exhibitor does not take part in the
event, the Exhibitor shall pay the Organiser the full contractually agreed stand rent

Withdrawal of Organiser

6.1	The Organiser is entitled to withdraw from the contract if the event is prevented from
being held, or from being held as planned, either in full or in part, by unforeseen
circumstances over which the Organiser has no control, especially as the result of
terrorist attacks, natural disasters, epidemics, officially decreed clearance or closure,
structural changes to the venue made by the landlord, water damage or similar cases
of force majeure.
6.2	In the case of force majeure as defined in 6.1 of these General Exhibition Terms and
Conditions, the Organiser is obliged to inform the Exhibitor immediately of the full or
partial impossibility of holding the Event, and, in the case of it being entirely impossible
to hold the Event, to refund any payments already made, or in the case of it only being
possible to hold the event to a limited extent, to refund the corresponding proportion
of the payments. The Exhibitor’s right to press further damage claims against the
Organiser is excluded in this case.

7.

Stand rent and other fees, terms of payment

7.1	The stand rent and any other fees to be paid by the Exhibitor to the Organiser are
contained in the Organiser’s application form for the event, these General Exhibition
Terms and Conditions and the Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions of the Organiser
for the event.
7.2	The stand rent and the other fees are net and do not include sales tax to be paid by
the Exhibitor at the rate applying at the time of the event.
7.3	The due dates of the stand rent and any other fees to be paid by the Exhibitor to the
Organiser are contained in the Organiser’s application form for the event and the
Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions of the Organiser for the event.
7.4	The Exhibitor fails to meet the payment deadlines specified in the Special Exhibition
Terms and Conditions; no reminder is issued. In this case, besides the payments
already owing, the Exhibitor shall pay interest on the sum due at the rate of the current
legal default interest rate of 5 percentage points above the base interest rate; or 8
percentage points above the base interest rate if the Exhibitor is not a consumer, but
at least 8% p.a. on the sum due, to the Organiser. This does not affect the Organiser’s
right to press further delayed payment damage claims against the Exhibitor.
8.

Services provided by Organiser

8.1	The stand rent covers the following services:
		
- Provision of stand space for duration of hire
		
- Cleaning of hall gangways
		
- Provision of security staff to ensure general security at the Event
		
- Heating and ventilation of the exhibition halls
		
- General illumination of exhibition halls

do not conform to paragraphs 10.1 or 10.2 of these General Exhibition Terms and
Conditions for the duration of the event and at the Exhibitor’s expense. This does not
affect the Organiser’s right to press further claims against the Exhibitor.
10.4	The Exhibitor accepts the obligation to run a stand on the area allocated to him/her
during the opening hours of the event as set by the Organiser, to equip it appropriately
and fully with exhibition products and to staff the stand with at least one competent
person throughout the event. Due to this obligation, the Exhibitor is in particular
forbidden to pack away, stow away for transportation and/or remove the exhibited
articles, or to start dismantling the stand, prior to the end of the event as set by the
Organiser. In the event of a breach of this obligation, pursuant to Section 10.4 of
these General Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions, the Exhibitor shall
be obliged to pay the Organiser a contractual penalty of 20% of the amount agreed
between the Exhibitor and the Organiser for the net stand rental. This does not affect
the Organiser‘s entitlement to press further rights and claims against the Exhibitor.
11.	Allocation of stand space, relocation of stand space, entrances, exits and
gangways
11.1	Stand space shall be allocated by the Organiser. The decision is based on the nature
and the occupancy of the Event, on design elements, on the structural design, and
otherwise at the Organiser’s discretion. Where possible, special requests made by
the Exhibitor may be taken into consideration. This does not, however, signify that
the Exhibitor has any claims against the Organiser as a result. The date on which the
application is received is not decisive. The Organiser shall inform the Exhibitor of the
stand space allocation, citing the hall and stand number.
11.2	Structural pillars and supports are factored into the stand space. The Exhibitor is not
entitled to claim a reduction as a result. The stand rent is based on the rented area:
no stand partition walls or other installations or structures are included in the rent.

8.2	The Exhibitor should order all further chargeable services such as electricity, water
and telephones, including appropriate connections, stand construction and other trade
fair services via the Organiser‘s online service tool for the event. The Organiser‘s
„General Terms and Conditions for Exhibitor Services provided at the Event“ also
apply for these services.

11.3	The Organiser reserves the right to make minor deductions from the allocated stand
space for technical reasons. The width and depth of such deductions should not
exceed 20 cm and they do not entitle the Exhibitor to a reduction in the stand rent.
Excluded from this are stands which are explicitly registered as complete stands or
shell schemes.

9.

11.4	The Organiser is entitled to allocate the Exhibitor a different stand space or to relocate
the stand space, or to change the dimensions of the stand space which deviates from
the contractually agreed type and size of stand in cases where this is necessary for
planning reasons, especially the design of the overall event, the available capacity
or the given structural circumstances. Entitlement to withdraw from the contract or
claims to damages or other claims from the Exhibitor are excluded in this case unless
the stand space offered is more than 15 % greater or less than the agreed stand
space. In this case the Exhibitor may withdraw from the contract by issuing written
notification to the Organiser. Otherwise the stand rent shall be adjusted accordingly.

Co-exhibitors, community stands, exclusion of subletting

9.1	A number of exhibitors can rent a stand jointly. Such groups of exhibitors should
nominate a common representative in the application. This person is the joint
representative of these exhibitors in dealings with the Organiser.
9.2	The Exhibitor concludes a direct exhibition contract with the Organiser; each further
exhibitor using the stand space counts as a co-exhibitor. Under the above definition,
exhibitors also count as co-exhibitors if there are close business or organisational
ties to the Exhibitor. Company representatives will not be approved as co-exhibitors.
Manufacturers of products and goods, and providers of services which are required to
demonstrate the Exhibitor’s exhibited goods and services, do not count as co-exhibitors.
9.3

11.5	The Organiser reserves the right to determine and relocate the entrances and exits
of the venue and to define and relocate the gangways and paths through the venue
without the Exhibitor being able to claim damages as a consequence.

Co-exhibitors and exhibitors are liable to the Organiser as co-debtors.
12.

9.4	The Exhibitor must register co-exhibitors to the Organiser in writing, based on the
Organiser’s General and Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions. The co-exhibitor
shall sign his application on the Organiser’s application form. The Organiser shall
decide at his own discretion whether to grant approval to a co-exhibitor.
9.5	The Exhibitor must pay a co-exhibitor fee to the Organiser for each co-exhibitor. The
level of the co-exhibitor fee is specified in the Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions
for the event.
9.6	The Exhibitor may not sublet stand space, either in part or in full, to a third party
without the Organiser’s consent. Nor may he swap stand space or make it available in
any other form, or accept orders regarding the stand space on behalf of third parties.
10.

Exhibition goods, operation obligation, penalty clause

10.1	The Exhibitor may only exhibit or offer goods and services which belong to the
groups of goods and products listed in the nomenclature appended to the Organiser’s
application form for the event and entered in the Exhibitor’s application to participate
in the event. In addition, the Exhibitor may only display brand-new goods, with the
exception of used goods deployed for demonstration purposes. Goods and services
that go against the law or are an offence against good taste are not permitted.

10.2	The Exhibitor may not advertise goods, services or companies at the event which are
not listed in the approval.
10.3	The Organiser is entitled to confiscate exhibited or offered goods and services which

Stand construction, stand design

12.1	In order to ensure a uniform overall look, the Organiser issues guidelines for the
construction and design of stands in the Online Service Center (OSC) for Exhibitors
in accordance with paragraph 1.3 of these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions.
These guidelines contain binding requirements for the Exhibitor. Before planning a
stand construction, the Exhibitor undertakes to obtain information in good time from
the Organiser on the structural circumstances of the stand spaces he has booked,
e.g. pillars, fire protection facilities, utility supply channels etc.
12.2	If the Exhibitor has not constructed and occupied the stand on the space allocated
by the Organiser one day before the start of the event, the Organiser is entitled to
reallocate the stand space, make alternative use of it or remove any decorations
from it. In this case the Exhibitor shall pay the costs incurred by the Organiser for
decorating or filling the unoccupied stand space in addition to the stand rent and any
ancillary costs already incurred.
12.3	Refreshment stands require written consent from the Organiser; the Exhibitor is billed
separately for these.
12.4	The stand must be designed and constructed in such a way that no neighbouring
stands are negatively affected in any way by exhibits, advertising surfaces, display
objects etc.
12.5 T he stand boundaries specified to the Exhibitor should not be exceeded. It is only
permissible to exceed the prescribed structural height of 2.50 m with the express
approval of the Organiser who can issue the permit at its own discretion and also
subject to the express approval of the bordering exhibitors.

12.6	The stand should be manned by sufficient numbers of staff members and be accessible
to visitors continuously during the opening hours of the event. The name and address
of the Exhibitor must be clearly displayed for the duration of the event; the Exhibitor
is responsible for creating such a sign.
12.7	The Exhibitor undertakes to lay a covering on the floor of the stand, to attach a
worded trim on the sides facing the gangways and to provide rear and side walls with
an appropriate appearance; the Exhibitor carries responsibility for providing these.

16.3	In cases in which the gangways have clearly been occupied by an Exhibitor in
contravention of paragraphs 16.1 and 16.2 of these General Exhibition Terms and
Conditions, the Organiser reserves the right to exclude said Exhibitor from the current
and future events. In this case the Exhibitor must pay the full stand rent and any other
event fees to the Organiser. This does not affect the Organiser’s right to press further
claims against the Exhibitor.
17.

13.

13.1	Stands may not be taken down before the end of the event, the time of which is
determined by the Organiser. The obligation to run the stand as stipulated in Section
10.4 of these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions applies.
13.2	The Exhibitor is also liable for any damage to the floor, the walls and any loaned or rented
materials. Stands or exhibition goods which have not been taken down or removed by
the deadline set for completion of the break-down can be removed by the Organiser at
the expense of the Exhibitor and put into storage by a carrier company at the expense
of the Exhibitor, with no liability for loss or damage being carried by the Organiser. This
does not affect the Organiser’s right to press further claims against the Exhibitor.
14.

Organiser’s liability

14.1	The Organiser shall not accept any duty of care for exhibition goods, stand facilities
or other objects brought to the event, and excludes any liability for damage or loss.
14.2 The Organiser is liable for any wilful actions or gross negligence on his part. In the
event of a breach of duty due to ordinary negligence on the part of the Organiser or
his subcontractors, liability shall be limited to typical contract and foreseeable
damages. In the event of breaches of minor contractual obligations due to slight
negligence, all liability is excluded towards contractors. The above liability limitations
do not apply to bodily injury, damage to health or loss of life in cases where the
Organiser carries responsibility.
15.

17.1	The Organiser holds occupier’s rights across the entire event area during the build-up
period, the event itself and the break-down phase. In exercising his occupier’s rights
the Organiser is entitled to issue directions to the Exhibitor.
17.2	The Exhibitor shall recognise house regulations issued by the Organiser and notified
to the Exhibitor and house regulations issued by the local exhibition centre as binding
upon himself and his subcontractors and any other persons employed by the Exhibitor
at the event.
17.3	The Exhibitor and his subcontractors and any other persons employed by him may
not enter the exhibition site until one hour before the start of the event and must
leave it one hour after closing time at the latest. It is not permitted to overnight at
the exhibition centre.
17.4 It is prohibited to bring animals into the exhibition site.
17.5	Commercial photography, drawings, video, sound and any other types of recordings
are prohibited on the exhibition site without written authorisation from the Organiser.
18.

Landlord’s lien

18.1	The Organiser is entitled to a landlord’s lien on the goods displayed by the Exhibitor
and other objects belonging to the Exhibitor on the exhibition site for his justified
claims against the Exhibitor. The Organiser shall assert his landlord’s lien by notifying
the Exhibitor himself or his representatives present on the stand.

Multilevel stand structures

15.1	Multilevel stand structures require the written consent of the Organiser who can grant
this, at his own discretion, subject to obtaining the written approval of the adjacent
exhibitors, and in particular subject to the applicant‘s compliance with the provisions
of items 15.2 to 15.7 of these General Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms and Conditions.
15.2	Multilevel structures are only permitted on stands with a floor space of at least 100
square metre.
15.3 No more than 50 % of the stand space may have a built-up structure.
15.4 All multilevel stands need to have two separate exits on each level.
15.5	Duplicate copies of design drafts for multilevel stands including floor plans, sections
and views showing the precise measurements should be submitted to the Organiser
for written authorisation at least 10 weeks before the start of the event.
15.6	The built-up structure of multilevel stands also requires approval from the municipal
building inspection department. Duplicate copies of such a building application,
including the necessary documentation such as site map, ground plan, sectional
and view drawings, structural description and analysis should be submitted to the
planning authorities responsible for the venue at least 10 weeks before the start of
the event. Visitors may not be allowed to access multilevel stands at the event which
are erected without planning permission.
15.7	The prices for multilevel stands are listed in the Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions
issued by the Organiser for the Event.
16.

House regulations, occupier’s rights, photography

Stand break-down

18.2	Goods displayed by the Exhibitor, or other objects belonging to the Exhibitor on
the exhibition site, may not be removed unless the Organiser decides to waive his
landlord’s lien.
18.3	It is assumed, for the security of the Organiser, that all objects brought to the exhibition by the Exhibitor are his unrestricted property, or that he has unrestricted right
of disposal over such objects.
18.4	After exercising such a landlord’s lien, the Organiser shall not be liable for any damage
or loss to the objects caused by factors outside his control.
18.5	After written notification has been issued, the pledged property can be disposed of
by the Organiser on the open market.
19.

Advertising, music, light shows, competitions, stand receptions

19.1	The Exhibitor is only entitled to engage in advertising activities, including distributing
brochures and samples and speaking to visitors, on the stand space allocated to
him. Posters, stickers or other printed advertising matter displayed without written
consent shall be removed by the Organiser during the event and the costs billed to
the Exhibitor. The Organiser does not need to provide proof of the party responsible
for displaying such objects.
19.2	Written consent from the Organiser is required for the deployment of promotion teams
outside the Exhibitor’s stand. Exhibitors who deploy promotion teams without the
written consent of the Organiser shall pay a penalty of 5,200.00 EUR to the Organiser
for each case of contravention. This does not affect the Organiser’s right to press
further claims against the Exhibitor.

Use of gangways

16.1	With the exception of the circumstances set out in paragraph 16.2 of these General
Exhibition Terms and Conditions, erection of constructions on, or occupancy of,
gangways with stand elements, goods or other objects is not permitted.
16.2	In cases in which the Organiser lets stand spaces which are separated from each
other by gangways and, as an exception, provides written authorisation at his own
discretion for the use of the gangway area, any provisions of the Organiser‘s Special
Exhibition Terms and Conditions for the event shall apply in addition to any requirements set out in the Organiser‘s authorisation.

19.3	Music performances, light shows of any kind and the operation of PA equipment
require the written consent of the Organiser and GEMA (German society for musical
performing and mechanical reproduction rights). They must be registered in advance
and are subject to a charge. Regardless of whether consent is granted by GEMA, the
Organiser may restrict or forbid music performances or light shows, the presentation
of machines, acoustic devices, projection equipment or fashions at any time in the
interests of ensuring orderly running of the event.
19.4	Raffles, competitions, quizzes, prize games etc. require the written consent of the
Organiser.

19.5	Receptions and other events held on the stand after the normal opening hours of
the event as given in the Organiser’s Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions for the
event require the written consent of the Organiser, must be applied for in advance
and are subject to a charge. The fees for stand receptions are listed in the Special
Exhibition Terms and Conditions issued by the Organiser for the event.
20.

Security

20.1	The Organiser provides general security for the event areas yet does not accept
liability for loss or damage to objects.
20.2	The Exhibitor carries responsibility for guarding and supervising the stand space
and the stand itself. This also applies during the build-up and break-down times and
before and after the event.
20.3	The Organiser recommends hiring stand security staff exclusively from the security
firm responsible for the event to provide security for the Exhibitor’s stand space and
the stand itself during the night-time. The intention to order special security staff
should be agreed in writing with the Organiser before the start of the event.
21.

Commercial legal insurance

21.1	The Exhibitor must protect his goods and services from violation of property rights,
in particular from photography, video and sound recordings etc.
21.2	The Exhibitor should refrain from violating or infringing the commercial property rights
of other exhibitors.
21.3	In cases in which an Exhibitor has been proven to violate property rights, the Organiser
reserves the right to exclude said Exhibitor from the current and future events. In
this case the Exhibitor must pay the full stand rent and any other event fees to the
Organiser. This does not affect the Organiser’s right to press further claims against
the Exhibitor.
21.4	The Exhibitor is not entitled to press claims against the Organiser on account of the
Exhibitor’s commercial property rights being infringed by a third party.
22.

Exclusion clause, Period of limitation

22.1	The Exhibitor should submit any claims against the Organiser in writing to the Organiser
within three months of the conclusion of the event. If the Exhibitor does not press
claims against the Organiser within the stipulated time, the Exhibitor is excluded from
pressing these claims.
22.2	Any claims the Exhibitor wishes to press against the Organiser shall lapse within six
months from the end of the month in which the final day of the event falls. Excluded
are claims where the Organiser is liable due to wilful action on his part.
23.

Final provisions

23.1	The General Terms and Conditions of the Exhibitor do not apply.
23.2 Verbal sub-agreements to the exhibition contract made between the Organiser and the
Exhibitor, to these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions or to the Special Exhibition
Terms and Conditions of the Organiser shall not apply for the event. Any changes and
supplements to the exhibition contract between the Organiser and the Exhibitor, to
these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions or to the Special Exhibition Terms and
Conditions of the Organiser for the event shall be invalid unless made in writing. This
also applies for any change or supplement to this clause requiring the written form itself.
23.3 T he law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies exclusively to the exhibition
contract between the Organiser and the Exhibitor and to its handling, to these General
Exhibition Terms and Conditions and to the Organiser’s Special Exhibition Terms and
Conditions for the event; the UN CISG is excluded.
23.4 T he exclusive court of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from and in relation to the
exhibition contract between the Organiser and the Exhibitor and its execution, these
General Exhibition Terms and Conditions or the Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions
of the Organiser is Düsseldorf in the Federal Republic of Germany.
23.5 S hould individual provisions of this exhibition contract between the Organiser and the
Exhibitor, of these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions or the Special Exhibition
Terms and Conditions of the Organiser for the event prove invalid, in full or in part, or
become so in the future, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions.
The parties undertake to replace the provision which is invalid, in full or in part, with
a valid provision which most closely reflects its commercial intention and purpose.
23.6	Only the German versions of the exhibition contract between the Organiser and the
Exhibitor, of these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions and of the Organiser’s
Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions for the event shall be authoritative.
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1.

General

4.

Multilevel stand structures, occupancy of stand space

1.1

The name of the event is FIBO 2020 - The leading trade show for fitness, wellness
and health.

4.1

1.2

The event shall be held at the Cologne Exhibition Centre.

1.3

The opening hours of the event are Thursday 2 April, Friday 3 April, Saturday 4 April
and Sunday 5 April 2020 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m..

Provided that Koelnmesse GmbH‘s Technical Guidelines are complied with in the
design and construction of the stand, it is not necessary to submit drawings for
approval in the case of single-storey stands with a floor area not exceeding 80 sqm
in halls. All other stand structures, mobile stands, special structures and constructions and double-storey stands are subject to approval. The maximum construction
height of halls 6, 7, 8 and 9 can be found in the respective hall plans; the maximum
construction height of halls 4, 5 and 10 is 5.25 m at the top edge unless otherwise
specified in the plan/stand detail. Stand backs from a height of 2.50 m must be
designed by the stand owner in the colour spectrum white, grey or beige and in such
a neutral and clean manner that the interests of neighbouring stands are not impaired.

1.4	The event is open exclusively to trade visitors on 2 - 3 April 2020 and then also to
consumers on 4 - 5 April 2020.
2.

Closing date for applications

4.2	If Exhibitors use multilevel structures on their stands, the stand rent payable by the
Exhibitor to the Organiser increases by 50 % for the multilevel areas.

Closing date for applications to the event is 1 February 2020.
3.

Stand rent and other fees, due dates, sales tax

3.1	The stand rent and any other fees to be paid by the Exhibitor to the Organiser are
contained in the Organiser’s application form as specified in paragraph 2.1 of the
General Exhibition Terms and Conditions of the Organiser for the event and these
Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions.
3.2	Besides the stand rent the Exhibitor must pay the following fees to the Organiser:

4.3	If an exhibitor has rented exhibition space which is separated by gangways, the
exhibitor may – with the organiser‘s discretionary written permission – lay out such
space with carpeting in order to present the exhibiting company uniformly. The
organiser’s discretionary written permission is also required before any superstructures
are constructed over such gangways. In addition, any technical stipulations which
apply and which are notified to the exhibitor by the organiser when permission is
granted must also be complied with. The exhibitor shall pay the organiser 30% of the
contractually agreed stand rental for gangway space which is laid out with carpet or
covered by a superstructure.

a) Co-exhibitor fee
		The Exhibitor shall pay the co-exhibitor fee of 800.00 EUR to the Organiser for
each co-exhibitor in accordance with paragraph 9 of the General Exhibition Terms
and Conditions of the Organiser for the event. This fee includes co-exhibitor
insurance; not included is 650.00 EUR for the marketing package standard.

4.4

Walls adjoining visitor aisles must be loosened up by installing showcases, niches,
displays, etc., and the closed portion on an aisle side must not exceed approx. 30 %
to comply with the open character of exhibition stands at this event.

5.

Stand build-up

b) AUMA fee
		The Exhibitor shall pay the AUMA (Association of the German Trade Fair Industry)
fee of 0.60 EUR per square metre of exhibition space to the Organiser. AUMA
safeguards the wide range of national and international business interests in
the field of exhibitions and trade fairs.

5.1

Stand build-up starts Monday 28 March 2020 at 7 a.m.. The stand build-up must be
completely finished by Wednesday 1 April 2020 at 4 p.m..

c) Marketing packages
		The exhibitor is required to pay the organiser the corresponding package price
for the services as per point 9 of these special terms and conditions of trade fairs
and exhibitions. The selection of a marketing package is obligatory for both
exhibitors and co-exhibitors.

5.2	In cases where the Organiser provides written consent to the Exhibitor for advance
build-up, the Exhibitor shall pay an additional sum of 950.00 EUR plus sales tax for
each day of advance build-up.
6.

Stand break-down

6.1	Stand break-down starts Sunday 5 April 2020 at 7 p.m.. The stand break-down must
be completely finished by Tuesday 7 April at 7 p.m..

d) Exhibitor passes
		The Exhibitor shall pay 41.18 EUR for each exhibitor pass that is not offered
free of charge as defined in paragraph 8a of these Special Exhibitions Terms
and Conditions to the Organiser.

6.2	The Organiser recommends that exhibitors remove goods and other objects immediately after the end of the event from the stands.

e) Exhibitor insurance
		The Exhibitor shall pay 265.00 EUR to the Organiser for exhibitor insurance as
defined in paragraph 9 of these Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions.

Over-the-counter selling at the event is only allowed in private visitor exhibition halls.

7.

8.

3.4	The stand rent and the other fees plus all other prices notified by the Organiser in the
exhibition contract, the General Exhibition Terms and Conditions of the Organiser for
the event and in these Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions are net and do not
include sales tax payable at the rate applying at the time of the event by the Exhibitor.

Marketing packages
The selection of a marketing package is obligatory for both exhibitors and coexhibitor companies. Marketing package Standard is hereby agreed as marketing package for the exhibition contract at a price of 650.00 EUR, unless the exhibitor
selects another marketing package in writing here.

f)
Energy costs
		The Exhibitor shall pay a fee of 5.60 EUR per square metre of exhibition space
to the Organiser to cover energy costs.
3.3	On conclusion of the exhibition contract, the Exhibitor shall receive an invoice from
the Organiser covering the full stand rent, the energy-in fee, the marketing package
as well as the insurance premium including, sales tax. The invoice of 100% falls due
for payment within 30 days after the dates of invoice. If in an exceptional case, an
invoice is presented afte 15 January 2020, the whole amount is payable immediately,
in any case however prior to the beginning of the exhibition. Other invoices issued
by the Organiser to the Exhibitor for additional requested services are also due for
immediate payment by the Exhibitor to the Organiser.

Over-the-counter sales

8.1

Marketing package Standard for 650.00 EUR plus value added tax at the respective
statutory rate includes the following services in detail:

a)
		
		
		
		
		
		
b)
c)
		

Each exhibitor shall receive two passes free of charge. these are valid from the
first day of build-up until the last day of break-down for stand spaces of up to
20 sqm; the exhibitor shall receive one extra pass for each additional 20 sqm of stand
space. For stands of 201 sqm and larger, the exhibitor shall receive one extra pass
for each additional 50 sqm. the exhibitor can use the organiser’s online service tool
to order etickets for the event. Assuming that the stand bill has been paid in full, the
etickets will be scanned at the event and then exchanged for exhibitor passes.
Standard entry in the official exhibition catalogue.
Use of the FIBO online communication platform in the Internet.
This includes the company name, address, trade directory, stand number,

		
description of company, links to email and homepage, logo in the exhibitor
		profile.
8.2

Marketing package Advanced for 1,200.00 EUR, plus value added tax at the respective statutory rate includes the following services in detail:

a) The services of marketing package Standard (see 8.1 marketing package
		Standard).
b) Company logo in the online exhibitor list

8.3

c)

1 online product presentation

c)

Company logo in the trade show catalogue (alphabetical directory)

Marketing package Superior for 2,550.00 EUR, plus value added tax at the respective
statutory rate includes the following services in detail:

a) The services of marketing package Standard (see 8.1 marketing package
		Standard)
b) The services of marketing package Advanced (see 8.2 marketing package
		Advanced)
c)
9.

Logo in the pocketfloor plan and on the floorplans on site

Exhibitor insurance

	The main and co-exhibitor are covered by the insurance policy concluded by the
Organiser with an insurance company covering the risks listed in the “Exhibitor
insurance cover” appendix to these Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions together
with further conditions. To receive this insurance cover the Exhibitor shall pay a fee
of 265.00 EUR plus VAT and the co-exhibitor fee before the deadline given in the
Organiser’s application form for the event.

Insurance Cover for Exhibitors
Exhibitor Insurance Police No. 151834 und 151835
The comprehensive contents of the insurance contract and the terms and conditions of
insurance can be made available upon request. This is merely a summary of the main
contents as set forth in the policy. This summary can not be interpreted as policy itself.
The contract is divided up into 3 sections:

SECTION 1
Insurance cover during exhibitions and transportation connected thereto
25,000.00 EUR for the exhibitor or 10,000.00 EUR for the co-exhibitor
on first loss for each event of loss
The entire scope of exhibition materials connected to the exhibition booth (including furnishings and fittings, even if such furnishings and fittings are rented) for the duration of the
exhibition, including round trip transportation. In this regard losses and damages on account
of an insured risk are covered (e.g. theft, fire and other damages).
Smaller valuables have to be locked away in glass display cases or display cabinets (e.g.
precious metals, jewellery, objects d´art or other collectors’ pieces). Valuable articles are
insured up to a maximum of 10% of the first loss sum, 2,500.00 EUR. If higher insurance
cover is desired, this has to be agreed with the insurance broker, OSKAR SCHUNCK GmbH
& Co. KG. The same applies to furs.
Irrespective of specifically agreed protection, insurance cover against the risks of breaking
and entering, theft and other loss shall only exist if the exhibited items are permanently
overseen by the insured and/or its employees during setting up and dismantling of the
exhibition booth as well as throughout visiting hours until closing of halls and if the exhibition
halls are guarded during the night-time. This precaution analogously also applies to insured
exhibition materials positioned on open-air grounds.
Important Exclusions (among others):
- Cash - money and other personal articles of value
- Loss or damage to exhibition materials located outdoors through theft and
weather conditions
- Embezzlement by employees
- Goods designated for consumption, e.g. promotional handouts, catalogues,
foodstuffs, beverages and tobacco products
- Inherent vice and natural characteristics of exhibition materials
- polish cracks, adhesive solutions, rust and oxidation
- Tube and filament fracture, shrinkage, adoption of odour, vermin
- Lack or defects in packaging proving to have unsuitable stress levels;
- Damages caused by processing, assembly, disassembly, utilisation or demonstration
itself
- War, civil war and warlike events, terrorism and political acts of violence, seizure,
divestment and other interventions of higher authority, radioactive contamination due to utilisation of chemical, biochemical substances or electromagnetic
waves as weapons constituting a public danger and this in fact without taking into
account any other contributing causes, nuclear energy and other radiation

F

SECTION 3
Third Party Liability Insurance
3,200,000.00 EUR on damages caused to human beings or material damage
50,000.00 EUR on financial damage (for each event of loss)
Total performances on all insured events during any one year amount to double this
insured amount
The risk run by an exhibitor to be held liable by third parties for compensation of damages
due to behaviour in connection with an exhibit based on statutory liability as set forth under
private law is covered. Defence of unjustified claims is also covered by this insurance.
Important Exclusions (amongst others):
- The general terms and conditions of insurance apply to the third party liability
insurance (“AHB”), which amongst others contain the following exclusions:
Gradual loss (based on the influence of temperature fluctuation, gasses, vapour
or humidity)
- Waste water damage
- Damages to outside property, which the exhibitor has rented, leased, hired, borrowed,
etc. or objects which are subject matter of a specific custody contract
- Processing damages
- Third party claims based on damages resulting from environmental influences.

GENERAL
Co-insurance due by the insured party
An excess amounting to 160.00 EUR per event of damage has been concluded.
Penalty Clause
Notwithstanding other provisions of the insurance contract, cover shall be granted only
insofar as and as long as not in contradiction to economic, trade or financial sanctions or
embargoes enacted by the European Union or the Federal Rebublic of Germany that are
directly applicable to the contracting parties.
This shall also apply to economic, trade or financial sanctions or embargoes enacted by the
United States of Amercia with regard of the Islamic Republic of Iran, insofar as those are not
in contradiction to European or German legislative provisions.
Miscellaneous
Underwriter is the AXA Versicherung AG, Rolandstr. 44, 40476 Düsseldorf with whom
the organiser concludes insurance contracts. This cover shall be secondary to any other
possibly existing policies. The contract is being managed by OSKAR SCHUNCK GmbH & Co.
KG, Werdener Str. 6, 40227 Düsseldorf. Please contact OSKAR SCHUNCK GmbH & Co. KG with
regard to all contractual matters and in all cases of damage. Your contact person there is:

Disclaimer

Mr. Daniel Miebach
Tel.: +49 211 13993-177
Fax: +49 211 13993-199

The insurer provides insurance coverage without a permission for the business of insurances
on a non-admitted basis in those countries, in which it is not forbidden in accordance with
the local (supervisory) law or with other legal requirements.

In the event of urgent events of damage outside OSKAR SCHUNCK GmbH & Co. KG´s normal
business hours, please contact the expert surveyor’s office, C. Gielisch (for cases of damage
from 1,500.00 EUR).

SECTION 2

C. Gielisch GmbH
Zollhof 1
40221 Düsseldorf
		
Tel.: +49 211 13806-01
Fax: +49 211 3236-830
			
- 24 hour hotline +49 180 5443547

Insurance Covering Financial and Freight Haulage Consequential Damages
25,000.00 EUR for the exhibitor or 10,000.00 EUR for the co-exhibitor
Pure financial damages are deemed to be insured, provided that it relates to error based
on late arrival or cash on delivery. Prerequisite is that one of the carriers involved in such
transport bears liability within the framework of a customary transportation contract on the
merits of German law.
Consequential damage to freight is also insured. Consequential damage to goods arises if
such damage has arisen based on a direct consequence of recoverable freight damage.
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1.

General

1.1	These General Terms and Conditions lay down the legal relationship between Reed
Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH, Völklinger Straße 4, 40219 Düsseldorf (hereafter „the
Organiser“), and the Sponsor, upon conclusion of separate sponsorship agreements,
for the event being staged by the Organiser.
1.2	In addition to these, the General and Special Exhibition Terms and Conditions of the
Organiser shall apply for the event.
2.

Scope

2.1	The Sponsor shall provide sponsorship for the relevant event staged by the Organiser
on the basis of the contractual agreement between the parties.
2.2	The Sponsor is aware that the Organiser will be enlisting further sponsors for the
event. The Sponsor is expressly entitled to admit companies to the event which are
in competition with the Sponsor, to function as further sponsors and/or exhibitors or
other participants.
2.3	The Sponsor shall not be entitled to use the Sponsorship to advertise for third parties
who are neither exhibitors nor co-exhibitors at the event to which the Sponsorship
applies; accordingly, the Sponsorship does not entitle the Sponsor to display the
logos, company or product names of such third parties.
2.4	The sponsorship does not entitle the Sponsor to exert influence on the form and
content etc. of the Organiser’s event.

5.

Legal disclaimer

5.1	The Organiser is liable for any wilful actions or gross negligence on his part. In the
event of merely negligent violation on the part of the Organiser or his subcontractors,
liability shall be limited to typical contract and foreseeable damages. In the event
of breaches of minor contractual obligations due to slight negligence, all liability is
excluded towards contractors. The above liability limitations do not apply to bodily
injury, damage to health or loss of life in cases where the Organiser carries responsibility.
5.2	In the event of the Sponsor’s not achieving the communication aims being pursued by
entering into the contract, the Organiser carries no liability above and beyond providing
the contractually agreed services, unless the Organiser has impeded or frustrated
such achievement by culpably breaching fundamental contractual obligations.
6.

Confidentiality

6.1	The Sponsor undertakes not to disclose to third parties any information concerning
the Organiser and the event to which he gains knowledge while collaborating with
the Organiser which is not generally accessible, and to maintain secrecy regarding
such information towards third parties.
6.2	The obligation as stipulated in paragraph 5.1 above remains valid even after termination of the contractual relationship between the Organiser and the Sponsor.
7.

Final provisions

7.1	The General Terms and Conditions of the Exhibitor do not apply.
2.5. 	The sponsor shall not have the right to rescind or terminate the sponsoring contract.
If the sponsor does not take part in the event as an exhibitor, the sponsor’s obligations
arising from the sponsoring contract shall remain unaffected.
2.6	The Sponsor undertakes to leave any advertising materials provided for the event,
such as banners, signs etc., in place until the end of the event as determined by the
Organiser, and not to remove them prematurely.
3.

Payment terms

3.1	The sponsorship fee to be paid by the Sponsor to the Organiser is due on the date
on which the Organiser’s invoice is received by the Sponsor.
3.2	If the Sponsor is in arrears with payments to the Organiser, the Sponsor shall pay
interest on the sum due at the rate of the current legal default interest rate, i.e. 8
percentage points above the base interest rate in accordance with Article 247 of
the German Civil Code, but at least 8% p.a. on the sum due to the Organiser. The
Organiser reserves the right to press further delay damage claims. The onus lies upon
the Sponsor to prove that no damage was incurred, or that it was much lower than
the figure named above.
4.

Liability disclaimer

4.1

The Organiser is entitled to withdraw from the contract if the event is prevented
from being held, or from being held as planned, either in full or in part, by unforeseen circumstances over which the Organiser has no control, especially as the
result of terrorist attacks, natural disasters, epidemics, officially decreed clearance
or closure, structural changes to the venue made by the landlord, water damage or
similar cases of force majeure.

4.2	In the case of force majeure as defined in 4.1 of these General Terms and Conditions,
the Organiser is obliged to inform the Sponsor immediately of the full or partial impossibility of holding the Event, and, in the case of it not being possible to hold the
Event in full, to refund any payments already made, or in the case of it only being
possible to hold the event to a limited extent, to refund the corresponding proportion
of the payments. The Sponsor’s right to press further damage claims against the
Organiser is excluded in this case.
4.3

If the event cannot be held, due to reasons for which the Organiser is responsible,
the Organiser is obliged to return any payment the Sponsor has made to him.
The Sponsor is not entitled to press any further claims in this case.

7.2	No verbal sub-agreements to the sponsorship agreement between the Organiser and
the Sponsor, or to these General Exhibition Terms and Conditions, shall apply. Any
changes and supplements to the sponsorship agreement between the Organiser and
Sponsor, or to these General Terms and Conditions, shall not be valid unless made in
writing. This also applies for any change or supplement to this clause requiring the
written form itself.
7.3	The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies exclusively to this agreement;
the UN CISG is excluded.
7.4	The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from and in relation to the
contractual relationship and its execution, and these General Terms and Conditions,
is Düsseldorf.
7.5	Should any of the above provisions of these General Terms and Conditions prove
invalid, or become so in the future, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining
provisions. The parties undertake to substitute the invalid provision with a valid
provision which most closely reflects the business purpose of the invalid one.
7.6	Only the German version of the sponsorship agreement between the Organiser and
the Sponsor, and of these General Terms and Conditions shall be authoritative.
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1.

General

1.1	The Terms and Conditions regulate the legal relationship between Reed Exhibitions
Deutschland GmbH (the Organiser) and the Exhibitor on conclusion of a stand
construction contract between the Organiser and the Exhibitor.
1.2	Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH‘s General and Special Trade Fair and Exhibition
Terms also apply.
2.

Conditions for authorisation

2.1	An order form supplied by the Organiser should be used to order the stand. The order
should be completed in full by the Exhibitor, feature a legally binding signature and
be received by the Organiser by the final submission date stated on the order form
and in the Special Trade Fair and Exhibition Terms.

6.
Exhibitor liability
6.1	The Exhibitor carries full liability for all damage and losses caused to the stand,
including that caused by third parties.
6.2	The Exhibitor‘s liability starts on taking possession of the stand, but by 18:00 at the
latest on the day before the start of the event, and ends on return of the stand to the
lessor.
6.3	Any damage to the stand will be invoiced to the Exhibitor. Damaged walls are billed
at 50.00 EUR per unit. Other damaged or non-returned rented goods shall be billed
at replacement cost.
6.4	The Organiser recommends that the exhibitor take out appropriate insurance for the
stand.
7.

2.2

The Exhibitor shall be bound by his order for a period of twelve weeks.

2.3

No conditions or reservations added to the order shall be considered.

2.4	The details given shall be saved and may be forwarded to third parties for the purpose
of automatic processing of the order.
3.

Conclusion of contract

3.1	The stand Contract shall come into force on receipt of the registration confirmation/
authorisation or a special declaration from the Organiser to the Exhibitor.
3.2	In the event of the Exhibitor withdrawing from, or terminating, the stand construction
Contract, the Exhibitor is liable to pay the full fee agreed for the stand construction.
4.

Regulation stand

4.1	The Organiser shall make the stand available to the Exhibitor exclusively for its agreed
purpose as an exhibition stand for the duration of the event.
4.2

a) The Organiser is entitled to arrange to have the services he has contractually
agreed to perform carried out by a subcontractor.
b) In this case as well as in the case of orders for additional services the terms and
conditions of the subcontractor apply.

4.3	The Exhibitor may not make any unauthorised structural changes to the stand. Any
decorative elements which the Exhibitor wishes to mount must first be cleared by
obtaining the express prior consent of the Organiser.
4.4	Any items included in the basic specifications of the stand which are not required by
the Exhibitor cannot be refunded or exchanged.
4.5	Where possible from a technical and staffing viewpoint, any changes desired by the
Exhibitor to the stand shall be accommodated by the Organiser, without such agreed
changes becoming part of the Contract. Non-fulfilment shall not justify any claims
on the Exhibitor‘s part against the Organiser. The Exhibitor shall pay the Organiser
for any additional costs incurred as the result of making such desired changes.
5.

Organiser‘s liability

5.1	The Organiser shall not accept any duty of care for exhibition goods and other items
belonging to the Exhibitor, and excludes any liability for damage or loss.
5.2	The Organiser is liable for wilful actions or gross negligence on his part. In the event
of a breach of duty due to ordinary negligence on the Organiser‘s part, or that of his
subcontractor, liability shall be limited to typical contract and foreseeable damages.
In the event of breach of minor contractual obligations due to slight negligence, all
liability is excluded towards exhibiting companies. The above liability limitations do
not apply to bodily injury, damage to health or loss of life in cases where the Organiser
carries responsibility.

Time limit / Period of limitation

7.1	Exhibitors should make any claims in writing against the Organiser within 24 hours
of accepting the stand and noticing the defect. Any claims submitted after this time
shall be excluded.
7.2	All claims made by the Exhibitor against the Organiser shall lapse within six months
from the end of the month in which the final day of the event falls; excluded here are
claims in which the Organiser is liable due to wilful action on his part.
8.

Payment terms

8.1	Invoices for stand construction should be paid immediately, with no deductions, to
the amount shown on the invoice.
8.2	The precondition for the Organiser‘s providing the services ordered by the Exhibitor
is prompt and full payment of all invoice sums.
8.3	In the event of late payment, the Organiser is not obliged to provide the stand and/or
any other services. This does not affect the Organiser‘s right to press damage claims
against the Exhibitor.
9.

Final provisions

9.1

The General Terms and Conditions of the Exhibitor do not apply.

9.2	
No verbal sub-agreements to the shell-system construction agreement between
the Organiser and the Exhibitor, or to these General Exhibition and Conditions, shall
apply. Any changes and supplements to the shell-system construction agreement
between the Organiser and Exhibitor, or to these General and Conditions, shall not
be valid unless made in writing. This also applies for any change or supplement to
this clause requiring the written form itself.
9.3	The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies exclusively to the shell-system
construction agreement and its execution between the Organiser and the Exhibitor
and to these Terms and Conditions; the UN CISG is excluded.
9.4	The exclusive court of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from and in relation to the
shell-system construction agreement between the Organiser and the Exhibitor and
its execution, or these Terms and Conditions, is Düsseldorf in the Federal Republic
of Germany.
9.5	Should individual provisions of this shell-system construction agreement between the
Organiser and the Exhibitor, or of these Terms and Conditions prove invalid, in full or
in part, or become so in the future, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining
provisions. The parties undertake to replace the provision which is invalid, in full or
in part, with a valid provision which most closely reflects its commercial intention
and purpose.
9.6

 nly the German version of the shell-system construction agreement between the
O
Organiser and the Exhibitor, and of these Terms and Conditions shall be authoritative.

